
4/22/19 BNA LUTC Meeting 
Q Center 
 
Attendees: 

● Board/Committee: David de la Rocha, Kay Newell, Sara Cantine 
● Neighbors: Ted Buehler, Stephen Gomez, Michael Hoffman, Kimberly Stafford, Dayrol 

Griffin 
● Guests: Scott Cohen (PBOT), RJ Sheperd 

Agenda: 
● Intersection changes at N. Michigan and N. Skidmore  
● Proposed stop sign at N. Gantenbein and N. Ivy 
● 25 N Fargo apartment building design changes  
● Permeable surface code violation concerns - U-haul business at 4042 N Mississippi Ave  

 
Minutes: 
7:00 Introductions 
7:03 Scott Cohen 

● PBOT has a livability/safety hotline and online form. A couple months ago there was a 
request to look at the intersection at Michigan and Skidmore. A traffic engineer studied it, 
including doing field observation. There were crashes between 2012 and 2016, with six 
in 2016 alone. These were vehicle collisions, no pedestrians were involved. Usually they 
were cars turning east from the south, and getting hit by cars coming from the east. 

● There are a couple of options, like 4 way stop. But this is a greenway which means 
through traffic for bikes. Scott mailed out the notice of the change. A neighbor was 
concerned about alley cut through. So PBOT will look at alley traffic data, probably 
counting how many cars go through. 

● This change is easy to undo if there are dramatic unintended consequences. 
● David: How do you do traffic calming in the alleys? 
● Scott: Could use speed bumps. Now have modular speed bumps. The thing that we’d 

probably propose is making them one way southbound. 
● Kay: Potholes slow you down. Some people park in the alleys while they’re on lunch 

break. 
● Scott: PBOT’s parking operations staff told me that there is no parking in alleys.  
● Michael: I think you can as long as you leave a 12 foot lane. 
● Scott: I will double check with them on that. We have never dealt with alley diversion. We 

would only make it one way for a block, so the GPS apps won’t divert people that way. 
● Kay: I would like to try blocking the alley at Skidmore entrance only with poles so bikes 

and pedestrians can still access.  
● Ted: Can the City ask Waze and Google to not direct people to “not a through street” 

rights of way? 
● Scott: We have tried to do that. But it can only be signed that way on dead ends. 
● Neighbor: People block the alley with trucks for plumbers, for example. What rights do 

people have to access it? 



● Scott: It’s supposed to be a clear right of way. 
● Stephen: For the diverters, you’re proposing paint and plastic wands. PBOT knows that 

people run over the plastic wands all the time. Why not use concrete barriers? 
● Scott: The vast majority of people will follow these. We’ll start with this first. This is a 

temporary fix. We’ll need something more robust. I’ve heard that there’s a larger plan in 
the North Portland area, like we did for Central City in Motion.  

● Ted: Bicycle ridership leveled off starting in 2010, which is when the Portland Bike Plan 
2030 was published. Michigan is a major greenway connector. I think we should all 
support this. People will want more of these. 

● Dayrol: Did everyone from Skidmore to Fremont get this notice, from Mississippi to 
Missouri? Michigan gets backed up from Skidmore to Mason every afternoon. I’m 
concerned that all of those people don’t know about this. 

● Scott: Some people may be perturbed at first. This may not solve every problem but it is 
aimed at reducing collisions. 

● David: Not related to this, but I have noticed that collector streets with left turns without 
turn lanes get very gummed up. Especially left turns to Vancouver. Can those lights be 
reprogrammed to allow those lanes to have an exclusive light to turn left? 

● Scott: You wouldn’t add a dedicated left turn light without a lane because you would get 
split phase. It spills back farther.  

● What about eliminating parking spaces to allow for a left turn lane? 
● Sara: At 15th, they added a left turn lane at Fremont. They eliminated some parking 

behind the bus stop. 
● Scott: I’ll ask the traffic engineers. I think it might be worse for pedestrians. 
● Michael: The Marathon development on Vancouver between Shaver and Failing has 

been going on for a long time, three years. They’re using the alley as storage using a 
PBOT permit. 

● Sara: There’s also an issue on Vancouver. There’s a crane parked on Vancouver, with 
fencing out there limiting visibility. I had to slam on my breaks there. 

● Scott: I will look into these issues. 
● Stephen: They could be required to hire a flagger when the crane is up. 
● Katy: At Fremont at Mississippi, the construction fencing and trucks takes up a travel 

lane. You have to share a lane with everyone coming at you. 
● Scott: I would recommend calling police non-emergency for that. 
● Neighbor: Do you do traffic enforcement? 
● Scott: Police will, but PBOT does not. PBOT does parking enforcement. 
● Dayrol: You can call, we did get the police to come out and ticket recently. 
● Scott: For the change in enforcement on parking on corners, we’ll only enforce it on new 

projects. We’re not doing it for every old curb. Our parking enforcement officers only 
enforce based on signage, not Oregon law, which is you cannot park within 20 feet of 
the corner. 

● Stephen: When will the Skidmore/Michigan change get implemented? 
● Scott: We are ready to go, but I want to meet with the neighbor with concerns. Hopeful it 

will be done by end of May. A letter of support wouldn’t hurt. 



● Kay: I make a motion we request these proposed changes for the safety of our 
community. 

○ David: Holds a vote. All in favor, motion passes. 
● Katy: The next item is our letter of support for a request to add a stop sign at Gantenbein 

and Ivy. There is no stop sign there. There is no data about collisions, so PBOT said no. 
David: This is a mostly morning problem. Cut throughs to the I-405 entrance. 

● Scott: I can see if the traffic engineer will go observe from 8-9 am. 
 
8:00 - 4042 N Mississippi complaint about Uhauls parked on a permeable surface. 

● Stephen: A couple weeks ago I noticed this new business. I knew this was wrong 
because the Sons of Haiti got fined for parking commercial vehicles on a permeable 
surface. The City put thousands of dollars in liens against their business, which the BNA 
got them to remove. So I called in a complaint about this, and today followed up with a 
staffer. He hasn’t come out yet but will this week, his name is Justin Linly at BDS 
(503-823-7478). It’s in a CM2 zone. Parking is an accessory, not a permitted use. The 
permeability is another issue. David Uphoff owns it, he owns several properties in the 
neighborhood. It’s a terrible use on a main street.  

● Kay: I would like to make a motion we write a letter that all are held to the same 
standard, and we are concerned about this property. 

● Neighbor: Last summer there were a lot of complaints on Nextdoor about the beer 
garden bands playing late. 

● David: We can certainly communicate with the City about treating our commercial 
property owners equally.  

○ Holds a vote. All in favor - motion passes. 
 
Other items: 

● David: The former Boise-Eliot Community Garden property owner hired someone to take 
down a large tree without a permit. A neighbor caught him, and they stopped. Will follow 
up with the neighbor about the arborist. They reported it to the City. The owner will not 
develop the property until the City pays to add sewer connection to the property.  

● Katy: He is also redoing the sidewalk. Might have gotten dinged for a broken sidewalk, 
due to the tree. 

● Sara: Alem was denied his tree removal permit in 2014. 
● Ted: Another item - a woman was killed at the Broadway and Grand intersection last 

week. Bike Loud PDX is having a memorial service for her on Wednesday at 5:30 and 
then after 6 pm will ride down to City Hall. They are also demanding pedestrian safety 
improvements immediately. 

● RJ: This intersection safety improvement was part of the Central City in Motion plan, and 
was already identified as the deadliest corridor for bikers. PBOT hasn’t been explicit 
about when the planned projects will happen. It’s been in the works since the 1996 plan. 
So putting up temporary bollards is the least you can do. 

 
8:30 Meeting adjourned. 



 
4/26/19 Addendum - Email followup from Scott Cohen: 
 
Hi David – Thanks to you and the neighborhood for having me at the Land Use and 
Transportation meeting on  Monday. Please let me know if the neighborhood officially 
endorses the safety project at N Michigan and N Skidmore we discussed. Here are the 
four other issues that were discussed at the meeting that I’ve followed up on at your 
request: 
  

1. Stop sign at N Gantenbein and N Ivy. 
·       I spoke to the investigating engineer. He did several field observations and found that 
the intersection did not meet our criteria for a stop sign. The other criteria he used were 
crashes and visibility. The intersection has had no crashes and has adequate visibility. 
He also added that stop signs are not effective at slowing traffic and that engineers are 
very reluctant to install them without meeting specific safety criteria. 
  

1. Can people park in an alley if a 12’ of travel lane width is open? 
● I spoke with our parking operations manager about this statute/rule. Title 16 of 

Portland City Code addresses alley parking in section 16.20.120.E, and that 
section does not specifically prohibit parking in alleys.  Instead, it reads that 
parking in an alley is prohibited “so as to prevent the free passage of other 
vehicles, including rail vehicles and bicycles, on any street, alley or City of 
Portland owned or operated property.”  Conceivably if the alley is wide enough 
then there may be an opportunity to park in it. However, that would be rare.  The 
reason that PBOT generally responds to the public by indicating there is no 
parking in alleys is because they are not generally wide enough to accommodate 
parking (i.e., 20 feet or wider – 8 feet to park a car and 12 to pass through). 

  
1. Changing the traffic signals at Fremont and Williams, Skidmore and 

Vancouver/Williams, and Alberta and Vancouver. 
● I spoke to one of our signal and traffic engineers. The split phasing, such as what 

we do at NE Prescott and 33rd doesn’t work as well for traffic operations as it 
might seem, especially at places with a lot of pedestrian activity. Because we 
have to have separate phases for east and west bound traffic, each movement 
gets half the amount of time. In addition, we have to have dedicated pedestrian 
crossing time because pedestrian can’t cross on the same leg that gets the green 
(due to the free left turn movement). With the amount of signal time each 
movement makes you only get very little overall dedicated signal time. So while 
you might clear more vehicles than you do today, they are having to queue more 



than twice as long as today. At peak traffic times it might work a bit better, but all 
the rest of the day the intersection is significantly less effective for people driving 
or walking. You are essentially trading one problem for another. 

● Left turn pockets are typically a better way to organize the traffic, but our 
engineers’ questioned the overall benefit of those. If we make driving through 
these intersections easier at the expense of parking that benefits the residents 
and commercial district, are we really making the best policy choices for the 
neighborhood? 

  
1. Temporary traffic control and work zone issues at the Vancouver and Failing site 

and for the Vancouver-Williams alley between Shaver and Mason. 
○ The temporary fencing at Vancouver/Failing is located where its permitted 

to be, leaving the corner open for ped crossings. However, the advertising 
is not allowed and we will let the contractor know. We can fine them if they 
do not take it down. We’ll also work with the contractor to clean up the 
Vancouver/Failing intersection. 

○ As for the Vancouver/Williams alley between Shaver and Mason, we 
permitted it to be closed for staging of equipment. If we open it back up, 
then they will need to stage their equipment elsewhere, likely on a higher 
classified street, which is not ideal.  We should maintain the alley for 
staging since we already permitted it and it is the lowest classified street. 

○ PDXReporterApp/Website is the best place to report issues in the future - 
pdxreporter.org. You do need to create an account, but they you are able 
to track your reports and see the response from city staff who investigate. 

○ Michael Huffman and I spoke on 4/25 and I’ve given him a contact number 
if our Work Zone Traffic Permit group to discuss the Vancouver/Williams 
alley. 

  
Please let me know if you have more questions. 
  
Thanks again, 
 
Scott Cohen | Capital Project Manager 
Portland Bureau of Transportation 
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Suite 800 
Portland, OR 97204 
Phone: 503.823.5345 
scott.cohen@portlandoregon.gov 
 

https://pdxreporter.org/#Login

